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Quenching ofH2 Vibrations in Ultracold 3He and 4He Collisions

N. Balakrishnan, R. C. Forrey, and A. Dalgarno
Institute for Theoretical Atomic and Molecular Physics, Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics, 60 Garden

Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138
(Received 2 December 1997)

We present results of quantum mechanical scattering calculations including full rovibrational coupling
on the relaxation of vibrationally excited H2 molecules in collision with ultracold3He and4He atoms.
The exothermic vibrational deactivation cross sections exhibit minima at translational temperatures near
10 K and show an inverse velocity dependence in accordance with Wigner’s threshold law in the limit of
zero kinetic energy. The corresponding rate coefficients exhibit minima before attaining constant values
below1023 K. The rate coefficients increase by 3 orders of magnitude when the initial vibrational level
of the molecule is raised fromy  1 to y  10. The results suggest that quasibound resonance states
of 3HeH2 and 4HeH2 exist, associated with each excited vibrational state of H2, and that both the
triatomic species3HeH2 and4HeH2 have one bound vibrational state. [S0031-9007(98)05812-8]
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In several of the schemes that have been suggested
the creation of ultracold molecules [1–5], translationall
cold molecules in high lying vibrational levels are pro
duced as intermediaries. These highly excited molecu
are themselves of interest because they open the p
sibility of measurements of exothermic reactions a
ultracold translational temperatures and the experimen
testing of threshold laws. In the conventional view
of vibrational quenching [6] the process is driven b
the derivative of the interaction potential with respec
to intermolecular distance, and the rate coefficient
expected to decrease rapidly as the temperature
creases to zero. However, at some point the behav
of the rate coefficient must be modified by the influenc
of the long-range part of the interaction potential [7
and further modified by the requirement that the cro
section satisfies the threshold law that it increases as
inverse of the velocity [8–12]. The zero temperatur
rate coefficient must be finite, though it may be ver
small.

We have set up and solved the close-coupling equatio
describing the scattering of He and H2 on a reliable
potential energy surface in which a sufficient number o
rotational and vibrational states of H2 has been included
to secure convergence. We find quenching cross secti
which pass through minimum values at collision energie
between1022 and1023 eV and tend to increase inversely
as the velocity below energies of about1023 eV. The rate
coefficients at ultralow temperatures increase by 3 orde
of magnitude as the vibrational level is increased fro
y  1 to y  10.

In the total angular momentum representation o
Arthurs and Dalgarno [13], the cross sections for tra
sitions from an initial vibrational-rotational level labeled
by quantum numbersyj to a final level labeled by
quantum numbersy0j0 can be expressed in terms of the
correspondingS-matrix elements [13,14]
224 0031-9007y98y80(15)y3224(4)$15.00
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p

s2j 1 1dk2
yj

X̀
J0

s2J 1 1d

3

jJ1jjX
ljJ2jj

jJ1j0 jX
l0jJ2j0j

jdjj0dll0dyy0 2 SJ
jj0ll0yy0 j2,

(1)

whereJ is the total angular momentum quantum numbe
and l and l0 are, respectively, the initial and final
orbital angular momentum quantum numbers. The wa
vector for the incoming channel is defined askyj q

2msE 2 eyjdyh̄ whereE is the total energy,eyj is the
eigenenergy of the initial rovibrational state, andm is the
three-body reduced mass. The total exoergic de-excitati
cross section to all open rovibrational channels is the su

sexo
yj 

X
j0 ,y0,y

sy,j!y0,j0 . (2)

The rate coefficient for a given transition is obtained b
averaging the appropriate cross section over a Boltzma
distribution of velocities of the incoming atom at a
specified temperatureT :

ry,j!y0 ,j0sT d  s8kBTypmd1y2 1
skBT d2

3
Z `

0
sy,j!y0,j0sEkd exps2EkykBT dEk dEk ,

(3)

where Ek  h̄2k2
yjys2md is the kinetic energy of the

incoming atom andkB is the Boltzmann constant.
The cross sections at zero energy may be characteriz

by scattering lengths. If more than one channel
open, the scattering lengths are complex quantitiesayj 
ayj 2 ibyj [15]. The elastic cross section for levelyj
is given at zero energy by

sel
yj  4psa2

yj 1 b2
yjd , (4)
© 1998 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 1. Rate coefficient for the relaxation of they  1 state
of para-H2 in collision with 4He. The solid line is the present
result obtained froms

exo
10 and the symbols with error bars are

the experimental results of Audibertet al. [24].

and the total inelastic cross section by

sin
yj 

X
y0j0

syj!y0j0  4pbyjykyj . (5)

The corresponding zero temperature rate coefficient is

ryj  4p h̄byjym . (6)

The coupled equations for the radial motion obtaine
by using the expansion for the wave function in th
time-independent Schrödinger equation were solved us
the nonreactive scattering programMOLSCAT [16]. We

FIG. 2. Exothermic vibrational relaxation cross sectio
s1,0!0,0 for 4He–H2 collisions as a function of kinetic energy.
Filled circles are the results obtained using the full interactio
potential and the open circles are the results obtained fro
a calculation in which the long-range part of the potential
omitted.
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FIG. 3. Rovibrational transition cross sectionss1,0!0,j in H2

in 3He collisions as a function of kinetic energy.

obtained the diatomic vibrational wave functions used
generating the coupled equations as expansions in Herm
polynomials with the diatomic H2 potential of [17].

Close-coupling calculations for collisions of4He with
H2 have been carried out using various potential ener
surfaces and scattering formulations [18–22], and ra
coefficients have been reported for temperatures abo
50 K. We have adopted the more recent potential ener
surface (PES) of Muchnick and Russek [23]. Figure
compares our calculations with the experimental data
Audibert et al. [24] on the transition from they  1
vibrational level of H2 to the y  0 level caused by
collisions with 4He for temperatures between 300 an
50 K. The close agreement suggests that the PES [23
reliable. The measured rate coefficients fall very quickl
with decreasing temperature.

FIG. 4. Total quenching cross sectionss
exo
y0 as a function of

kinetic energy of incoming3He atoms for different vibrational
levels of H2. The curves correspond to cross sections fo
y  1 to y  10 in ascending order.
3225
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FIG. 5. Total vibrational relaxation rate coefficients for th
deactivation of H2sy, 0d in collisions with 3He as a function of
temperature for different vibrational levels of the molecule.

In Fig. 2 we show the 1-0 cross section extended
very low incident energies. The cross section decrea
to a low minimum value at about 231023 eV and then
increases as the energy decreases further, and eventu
conforms to an inverse velocity dependence in accordan
with Wigner’s law. The cross sections obtained when w
suppress the long-range attractive forces are also show
Fig. 2. It is clear that the values of the low energy cro
sections are determined by the long-range van der Wa
interaction, but even in the absence of the van der Wa
interaction the cross section passes through a minim
and increases inversely as the velocity, though the valu
are reduced by several orders of magnitude.

The cross sections for quenching of they  1, j  0
rotational level into the individual rotational levels o
the y  0 vibrational state are shown in Fig. 3 at en
ergies in the threshold region. Rotational levels beyo
j  8 are not accessible at low energies. The weakne
of the anisotropy of the interaction potential causes sm
changes inj to be favored, but the final distribution is
3226
TABLE I. Complex scattering lengths and lifetimes of the bound or quasibound He· · · H2syd.
3He· · · H2

4He· · · H2
y ay0sÅd by0sÅd ty0ssd ay0sÅd by0sÅd ty0ssd

0 95.6 0.0 ` 24.7 0.0 `
1 101.0 4.5 3 1027 2.2 3 1021 25.3 1.2 3 1028 1.4 3 1021

2 98.8 1.8 3 1026 5.2 3 1022 25.5 5.2 3 1028 3.4 3 1022

3 88.9 4.2 3 1026 1.6 3 1022 25.1 1.4 3 1027 1.2 3 1022

4 74.7 8.7 3 1026 4.5 3 1023 24.3 3.8 3 1027 4.0 3 1023

5 60.1 1.6 3 1025 1.3 3 1023 23.0 9.4 3 1027 1.4 3 1023

6 47.5 2.7 3 1025 3.8 3 1024 21.4 2.3 3 1026 4.5 3 1024

7 37.4 4.9 3 1025 1.0 3 1024 19.5 5.5 3 1026 1.4 3 1024

8 29.5 9.3 3 1025 2.6 3 1025 17.5 1.4 3 1025 4.0 3 1025

9 23.5 2.0 3 1024 6.2 3 1026 15.6 4.0 3 1025 1.0 3 1025

10 18.8 4.6 3 1024 1.4 3 1026 13.7 1.2 3 1024 2.2 3 1026
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modified by the enhancement in scattering into highj
levels caused by the matching of the momenta of the
coming and outgoing waves which is closest for the lea
exothermic channelj  8.

In Fig. 4, we show the total quenching cross sectio
as functions of the kinetic energy of incoming3He atoms
for the initial j  0 rotational state of H2 and vibrational
statesy  1 to y  10. The cross sections all pas
through minima in the region1022 eV and increase
inversely with velocity as the energy tends to zero. At a
given energy, the cross sections increase with increas
vibrational quantum number. The vibrational relaxatio
takes place predominantly by single quantum transitio
Dy  1, in contrast to the case of H-H2 for which
multiquantum transitions are probable [25].

The rate coefficients for3He-H2 are presented in Fig. 5.
They tend to constant values at zero temperature. T
zero temperature values increase from3 3 10217 cm3 s21

for y  1 to 3.6 3 10214 cm3 s21 for y  10.
The real and imaginary parts of the scattering lengt

for 3He and4He colliding with H2syd are listed in Table I.
Equations (1)–(6) may be used to calculate the ze
energy elastic and total inelastic cross sections and r
coefficients. The real parts of the scattering lengths a
large, suggesting that associated with each vibrational le
of H2 is a bound state of He-H2 lying energetically below
the dissociation limit of the He-H2syd complex. The state
associated withy  0 is a true bound state. The state
associated withy . 0 are quasibound resonance states
He-H2 and they may undergo vibrational predissociatio
into He+H2syd. Their predissociation lifetimes can be
obtained from the imaginary parts of the scattering leng
using the expression [15]

tyj  mjayjj
4y2h̄ayjbyj . (7)

The values ofty0 are listed in Table I. The lifetimes
are much longer than the vibrational periods, indicatin
that the quasibound states are well defined. For
lowest bound states, we estimate binding energies
0.0298 cm21 for 4HeH2 and 0.0016 cm21 for 3HeH2 but
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the values are sensitive to the details of the potent
energy surface.
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